Nothing to Wear

Director: Pawan Kumar Nayak & Raghav Rawat   |  Country: India

Synopsis:
This film is about women dressing up & we showed how people have to change their mindset. This film shows that whatever a girl wears shorts, jeans or even burka. No matters, people have to change their mindset about girls/women. So they can also easily live their life, wear whatever they want to wear.

03rd January, 2016   |  11:00 AM   |  Tivoli(Golcha)

Cheer

Director: Deepankar Prakash   |  Country: India

Synopsis:
This film is based on mahabharat’s incident of Draupadi cheer-haran. It shows that in current era Krishna won’t come to help Draupadi. She is able to help herself. She is not an object so you can gamble on them. Or if you do that then she is able to teach you lesson.

03rd January, 2016   |  11:05 AM   |  Tivoli(Golcha)
Shukravar
Director: Prathamesh Patil | Country: India
Synopsis:
Janaardhan, an old man in his late fifties, is staying alone in a typical Mumbai chawl for years. A soft spoken, cheerful but a lonely personality, he has a special affection for children. He works in an idol making workshop. Every morning he leaves for work and after returning home at evening, he deposits some amount of money in three of his piggy banks namely roti, makan and Shukravar (Friday). And from past 22 years he has been visiting some place every Friday. So what does Friday mean to him? Where does he go? Who does he meet? No one knows. The film tracks his steps leading to that one day and unveils the mystery behind it.
03rd January, 2016 | 11:10 AM | Tivoli (Golcha)

Karma
Director: Nagaraj Muthu | Country: India
Synopsis:
In this film, Kencha who works in a Temple, temple authority given job of ringing bell during worship Time. Kencha loves the temple bell and his cycle and this are world for him. One day Priest of the temple comes to Kencha and informs him about administration has decided to appoint only one man who can look after both account of temple as well as to ringing the temple bell at the time of worship. Since Kencha working for temple past many years, priest allows to give him 2 months of time to Kencha to learn how read and write. Kencha tries to read and write but whenever he tries to read and write he falls asleep, so he decide to go with anti-sleep tablet, finally he falls with sick and 2 months of time will get overs and he loses his Job, since he can’t able to read and write.
03rd January, 2016 | 11:50 AM | Tivoli (Golcha)

The End
Director: Tabish Shaikh | Country: India
Synopsis:
An old man going through waves of emotions due to loneliness, is seen dealing with the growing pain in his life.
03rd January, 2016 | 06:00 PM | Tivoli (Golcha)
Suntey Thae Sseher Hogi
Director: Amitabh A Gupta | Country: India

Synopsis:
The film is a compilation of Short Stories by Saddat Hasan Manto. Widely regarded as the greatest short-story writers of the Subcontinent. His stories had an enduring relevance to the partition days. He had an uncanny knack for exposing the corrupt soul of the so-called civilized people of his time and he did this with his frank and honest portrayal of oppressed, pitiable, weak and victimized people in his stories.
The film is a tribute to him and is dedicated to his memory.

03rd January, 2016 | 06:30 PM | Tivoli (Golcha)
06th January, 2016 | 12:00 PM | Rajasthani Prod Siksha Samiti

Between Black & White
Director: Socrates Alafouzos | Country: Greece

Synopsis:
The hero embarks on an inner journey to find his suppressed childhood self. Memory guides him to observe selected scenes from his boyhood while his subconscious protects him from the stark, black and white reality of abuse, neglect, and poverty by presenting the past in richly colored dream-like sequences. For him it's a journey of forgiveness and self-acceptance that leads back to life.

03rd January, 2016 | 12:00 PM | Nile (Golcha)

Bilu’s Flight
Director: Mayank Tripathi | Country: India

Synopsis:
“Kabootar Baazi is a sport in India where people keep pigeons and train them to fly high. These days people hardly know about this sport. The whole film is about a boy who is struggling to win this competition, so that he can support his family with the prize money. Finally the boy loses his pigeon on a competition day and what happens next is revealed in the climax.”

03rd January, 2016 | 03:00 PM | Nile (Golcha)
Aalav
Director: Sh ailesh Shetty        | Country: India
Synopsis:
It is a story of a refugee family which came from Kashmir. It shows that in other parts of India no one care about Kashmir. Even they have no value of Kashmir. It tells deeply about Kashmir.

03rd January, 2016        | 03:30 PM        | Nile (Golcha)
2015        | 12 min        | DVD        | Color        | Hindi

Ekaki
Director: Harshil Bhanushali    | Country: India
Synopsis:
It's a story of a woman and a taxi driver. The woman is living alone and she didn't care about anyone. And the taxi driver is of helping nature, he helps everyone.

03rd January, 2016        | 03:40 PM        | Nile (Golcha)
2015        | 12 min        | DVD        | Color        | Hindi

Potly
Director: Sanjay Bugalia       | Country: India
Synopsis:
The film “POTLY” portrays the story of honesty, human emotions and traditions. It is about a poor girl named “potly”, who belongs to a very small desert village from Rajasthan, India. She is happy in her own world, but one day she meets with an accident. There she finds something strange and after that her efforts show us the real value of honesty and humanity, which is neither dependent on poor nor rich nor on educated or illiterate.

03rd January, 2016        | 03:50 PM        | Nile (Golcha)
2015        | 5 min        | DVD        | Color        | Hindi
**Best Friends Forever**

Director: Sandeep Modi | Country: India

**Synopsis:**
Kavya enters college, she is drawn into a new world of independence, friends, free spiritedness and a boyfriend. Kavya hides this from her mother but a suspicious Mausumi realizes something has changed. Kavya no longer spends time with her and is always out late even beyond college hours. One evening, Mausumi follows her and gate crashes her friend’s birthday party much to Kavya’s embarrassment who shouts at Mausumi in front of all her friends. Mausumi is deeply hurt and breaks down in front of Parichit. In a touching conversation, Parichit tells her to see Kavya differently - it is only because she has helped her daughter overcome her limitations that she is on her own today. The next day Mausumi lets Kavya know that she trusts her and realizes that it is finally time for her to live for herself.

03rd January, 2016 | 05:40 PM | Nile (Golcha)

**Jareedy**

Director: Mohamed Hisham | Country: Egypt

**Synopsis:**
Jareedy is a film that was shot in Nubia in Egypt. Its with Nubian language for a first time. It highlights the story of a boy named Konnaf who faces his lifelong fear & overcomes it after a lot of inner debate & challenge with the self... His fear was to reach a rock in the middle of the Nile through a traditional boat (Jareedy) since he doesn't know how to swim & that's unusual for people who live on the shores of the Nile... Throughout the journey Konnaf was guided & mentored by Abraz, who's an old boat craftsman... Abraz lived the displacement from Nubia in 1964 & helped Konnaf reach his dream by inspiring him with stories from the past...

04th January, 2016 | 02:45 PM | Tivoli (Golcha)

**Dad in Mum**

Director: Fabrice Bracq | Country: France

**Synopsis:**
In the middle of the night moans are heard behind the parents' door. Two young sisters are asking questions to each other about what their parents are doing behind the door.

04th January, 2016 | 04:15 PM | Tivoli (Golcha)
The Horse Cart Wallah

Director: Pranabes Chandra | Country: India

Synopsis:
Khairul is an orphan. He drives the Horse-cart of local village chief, Mr. Rathin Mondol. The local villagers avail this for going far and near places, hospital & marriage ceremonies. One day Shamima comes to village with his parents. She avails Khairul’s horse-cart. Khairul shares his dream with his wife. He wants his son to drive the Horse-cart. One day while Khairul is about to take Shamima to hospital, Mr. Rathin comes and orders him to take her daughter-in-law to hospital. Khairul gives priority to his employer’s order. Shamima dies of labour pain. Khairul’s world shatters. But still he drives the horse-cart to take Mr. Rathin’s daughter-in-law and her new born baby home.

04th January, 2016 | 04:20 PM | Tivoli(Golcha)

The Jungle

Director: Dogu Akal | Country: Turkey

Synopsis:
In the heart of Istanbul, the forest of nothingess and a megacity, Omar and his daughter struggle for their lives after fleeing the war in Syria. In this city witnessing all the sorrows and pleasures of the world, Omar, who was once a Public Works officer in his homeland, starts living like a beggar and tries to build his life on an utter obscurity. He pounds the pavement and begs for help with his daughters. The only source of income he could find is catching stray animals and selling them to Fahri, the pet shop owner. One day, however, Fahri comes to Omar with a strange request: He wants Omar to catch snakes in the forest at the outskirts of the city.

04th January, 2016 | 04:35 PM | Tivoli(Golcha)

In The Clouds

Director: Marcelo Mitnik | Country: Argentina

Synopsis:
EN LAS NUBES (In the Clouds) explores the complicated –and often comedic- differences between how we think romance should work and how it actually does. Set around Buenos Aires during one momentous week in the lives of Mariela, an Argentinian illustrator, and Oliver, an American dog food executive working abroad, the film takes a look at cultural disagreements about intimacy and the way the once-simple idea of a marriage proposal has taken on an increasingly public, and sometimes ridiculous, weight in this golden age of YouTube.

04th January, 2016 | 04:50 PM | Tivoli(Golcha)
By The Baize
Director: Debapriya Sengupta | Country: India

Synopsis:
It is the autumn of 1999. Young Ricky Sharma, sitting in the bleachers watches his father play against a tough competitor to win the World Snooker Championship. His father has been his super hero, and the championship was a shared dream for them. But on the fateful day, while returning home from the tournament later, they meet with an accident that kills his father. Ricky grows up to be a star player himself. But he is haunted by the tragedy of his childhood and we see through his eyes the journey to reach out to his father whom he still yearns for.

The Room
Director: Benyamin Haftlang | Country: Iran

Synopsis:
This film tells the story of a painting The Room of the famous American Painter, Edward Hooper. This shows one couple in a room. The man is busy in himself, he never think about his wife. The woman plays a piano whenever she gonna sad.

You Can Play
Director: Andres Helde | Country: USA

Synopsis:
All eyes are on Brandon, the all-star quarterback of the Demons high school football team, as they get ready to play their first-ever state championship game. With the game looming, Brandon must grapple with his professional ambitions of a college football future and his fear of losing his childhood and best friend James. On the night before the game he must decide whether he wants to live as what he is - or who he is.
Licht
Director: Charly Wenzel | Country: USA
Synopsis:
‘Licht’ is an experimental short dance film that speaks of a peaceful coexistence of all people, no matter their race, religious belief or sexual orientation. It symbolizes the importance of remaining hopeful and of continuing to strive towards a future that leaves no room for any kind of discrimination.
‘Licht’ was filmed on New York City’s Highline (also known as the High Line Park), which is a 1.45-mile-long (2.33 km) New York City linear park built in Manhattan on an elevated section of a disused New York Central Railroad spur called the West Side Line.

04th January, 2016 | 04:50 PM | Tivoli(Golcha)

My Beautiful White Skin
Director: Stuart Gatt | Country: UK
Synopsis:
Bound by duties to care for her disabled mother, Parita dreams of reaching Bollywood and her preternatural dancing ability proves she belongs there, although she has one thing holding her back - her skin color. With the porcelain skin of her Bollywood idols serving as a constant reminder of her inadequacy, Parita strives to find a product that will lighten her skin in time to ensure her passage to Bollywood. Dealing with skin lightening amongst the Indian diaspora, my beautiful white skin challenges the ideals that created the current phenomena through the eyes of a young, British-Indian girl.

04th January, 2016 | 04:55 PM | Tivoli(Golcha)

Muftnosh
Director: Muhammad Aasim Qamar | Country: India
Synopsis:
Muftnosh is based on a Manto tale about the different kinds of freeloaders that cigarette smokers encounter. Narrated beautifully in Urdu, this B&W film successfully recreates the old world charm of pre-partition India. The film tries to do full justice to the faintly sarcastic tone of Manto’s writings.

04th January, 2016 | 06:30 PM | Tivoli(Golcha)
04th January, 2016 | 02:15 PM | Rajasthan Prod Siksha Samiti
Ausstieg Rechts (Exit Right)
Director: Rupert Holler, Bernhard Wenger | Country: Germany
Synopsis:
Look away or intervene? When a black man is victim of unfounded, racial abuse in a packed bus, there is only one passenger who won’t ignore the situation like everyone else.

04th January, 2016 | 06:40 PM | Tivoli (Golcha)

Good Luck Café
Director: Yuvraj Singh, Luke Kenny | Country: India
Synopsis:
Two men meet in a cafe and become good friends. One is a muslim policeman and other is hindu tailor. Tailor’s son killed the policeman’s brother on his first day of duty. What happens next.

04th January, 2016 | 05:45 PM | Nile (Golcha)

Sprint to the Past
Director: Selkin Fedor | Country: Russia
Synopsis:
The film tells the story of one of the most beautiful sports-rowing, about the fate of its athletes and their memories in our days. It is the story about the three friends, their sporting rivalry in the early 1980es and about the situation in the sport in our days. The story in the film is narrated on behalf of the main character – Oleg. At the beginning of the film we see the life in rowing club and the academic rowing championship. We see the struggle between Sergey, Denis and Oleg in this competition, which was at the beginning of Oleg sports career. After he becomes a great sportsman, winner of Olympic games.

04th January, 2016 | 06:00 PM | Nile (Golcha)
Identity
Director: Amar Bharat Deokar | Country: India

Synopsis:
Holi arrives just after the religious turmoil and on the backdrop of curfew. Sachin and Karim, both in 4th standard, want to play holi. Opposition from family members gives rise to various questions like ‘who are we? What exactly is the difference between two of us?’ They start questioning their existence. With their will to play holi together, they bring all their friends out of their homes. This struggle itself leads them to answers of questions they were asking about their existence.

Ten Buildings Away
Director: Miki Polonski | Country: Israel

Synopsis:
A four storey building in the midst of a city. A bridge runs above it, busy with heavy traffic and passing trucks. Behind the leftmost window on the fourth floor is the residence of two brothers, a mother and a father. A family, who perhaps, have never had the right to exist.

Boudi
Director: Supreet K Singh | Country: India

Synopsis:
Set in 1960 near Calcutta, Boudi is a poignant tale of Paromita and Sukanto, whose love and innocent banter are stricken by much seriousness. Something in-between is not letting them talk. A tired and gruff Sukanto returns home waiting to unwind and de-stress from a long day, only to be pestered by his loving anxious wife who has been awaiting his return. But in vain does her love and melodious voice coax him and his hurtful demeanor. Something is Not allowing one’s love to soothe the others pain. Paromita’s playfulness sings only to fail in coloring Sukanto’s much morbid temper.

Bouddi
Relocation (Bait Shlishi)
Director: Yair Fridman | Country: Israel
Synopsis:
Moshe watches in concern when the residents of the nursing home deceased like flies. His daughter got relocated to Cleveland and he's planning to join her while he still can. He packs his last belongings while chatting with his rabbit Haim, and leaves with his suitcases to wait for her.

04th January, 2016 | 04:25 PM | Press Club
2015 | 12 min | HD | Color | Fiction | Hebrew
Previous Nominations: Tel Aviv Student Film Festival

Nabilah
Director: Paul Meschuh | Country: Afghanistan
Synopsis:
The young Afghan woman “Nabilah” is injured in an accident. German soldiers take her to a military base. Since the residents of Nabilah’s home town must not find out about her physical contact with foreign men, a race for her life begins.

04th January, 2016 | 04:35 PM | Press Club
2015 | 22 min | DVD | Color | Drama | German
Previous Nominations: Cannes International Film Festival

Blinder Passagier
Director: Maria Brendle | Country: Switzerland
Synopsis:
After running away from an orphanage, 8-year-old Emma believes to have found the perfect hiding place in the apartment of a blind woman named Evelyn then to her, Emma is invisible. But Evelyn is not oblivious to the strange noises in her apartment. She plays along with her little roommate’s silent game of hide-and-seek and eventually learns to see the world through the eyes of a child.

04th January, 2016 | 05:00 PM | Press Club
2013 | 20 min | DVD | Color | Drama | German
Previous Nominations: Shanghai International Film Festival
Golden
Director: Kai Stanicke  |  Country: Germany

Synopsis:
A tale of being different and growing up. In this a couple have a baby of golden color. He is different from others so no one accept him. Everyone is making distance from him. One day he saw a boy same to him, he become attract to him. What happens next

04th January, 2016  |  11:50 AM  |  Manipal University

Plein Soleil
Director: Fred Castadot  |  Country: Belgium

Synopsis:
Under the blazing sun during a heatwave, Eric is driving to his workplace to present an important project. But the stress makes him forget what matters the most...

04th January, 2016  |  12:35 PM  |  Manipal University

Ales Wird Gut
Director: Patrick Vollrath  |  Country: Austria, Germany

Synopsis:
A divorced father picks up his eight-year-old daughter Lea. It seems pretty much like every second weekend, but after a while Lea can’t help feeling that something isn’t right. So begins a fateful journey.

04th January, 2016  |  05:25 PM  |  Manipal University
**Nirop**

**Director:** Mandar Kurundkar, Gaurav Patki  |  **Country:** India

**Synopsis:**
A young guy who lives alone in a house comes to know that he is going to lose his eye-sight. This is out of the blue news for him. He struggles hard to make a peace with himself & tries to find the answer in the darkness.

04th January, 2016  |  05:55 PM  |  Manipal University

---

**Jhelum**

**Director:** Rakesh Gogna  |  **Country:** India

**Synopsis:**
Jhelum is the story of a Kashmiri Pandit whose son was murdered and thrown into Jhelum river in the year 1990. This gentleman had to leave Kashmir as soon as possible as the militancy has shown the cruel face against Kashmiri Pandits. After shifting in another city, he kept waiting to get back to his motherland. One of the government’s announcement made him to get assured about the dream come true of getting back to Kashmir after a long tenure of 25 years.

05th January, 2016  |  12:10 PM  |  Nile (Golcha)

---

**The Devil Knows My Name**

**Director:** Christian Pfeil  |  **Country:** Germany

**Synopsis:**
A young woman, who you’d call a wallflower, comes across a six-gun. Once she’s starting to feel the power of the gun, she gets addicted to it. Soon enough, she finds out, she is on a date with destiny.

05th January, 2016  |  12:50 PM  |  Nile (Golcha)
Dr. Illegal

Director: Hadi Khajanjpour | Country: Germany

Synopsis:
The stay in the asylum seekers hostel, which has lasted for over a year, has been a wearing and exhausting time. After both of the Iranian parents receive their work permits, they are in hope to start leading a normal life again. But these hopes founder when father Omid Afarid is not granted the German license to practice as a doctor. Instead of giving up, Dr. Illegal starts searching in his surroundings for patients. Treating his cases illegally, Omid puts his family at risk. If the aliens department get to know about Dr. Illegal’s activity, Omid and his family will be deported.

05th January, 2016 | 05:45 PM | Nile (Golcha)

Razor

Director: Rajko Ristanović | Country: Serbia

Synopsis:
Vlada is the favourite barber in his town. His everyday work routine gets disrupted when an unexpected visitor comes to the barbershop. It seems that Vlada has a traumatic memory that connects him to this man. Was their meeting an accident, or was it destiny?

05th January, 2016 | 07:55 PM | Nile (Golcha)

Summer Cup

Director: Gagandeep Singh Kochar | Country: India

Synopsis:
This movie is about a boy who wants to play cricket tournament in his vacations. But his parents don’t think about him. They plan their vacations according to them don’t think about their son. But in last they cancel their plan.

05th January, 2016 | 11:50 AM | Manipal University
Pull Away
Director: Desmond Devenish  |  Country: USA

Synopsis:
Pull Away explores the effects of a destroyed and unworkable relationship between Vincent & June, despite their desire for one another. They both plan on a road adventure together in a final desperate attempt to repair the inevitable. However, their breakup preempts this and determined to numb the pain from their loss, motivates an individual road journey of June’s and Vincent’s throughout the American North and Southwest. As they travel farther away from one another and encounter void filling love affairs, it forces them to examine the deeper personal truths and self-discoveries that point towards their broken partnership.

05th January, 2016  |  02:25 PM  |  Manipal University
2015  |  24 min  |  HD  |  Color  |  Drama  |  English
Premiere Status at JIFF: World Premiere

Margaret
Director: Manan Singh Katohora  |  Country: USA

Synopsis:
After dealing with a series of extreme characters during a speed-dating event for senior citizens, an elderly woman meets a charming, exotic gentleman.

05th January, 2016  |  02:50 PM  |  Manipal University
2015  |  14 min  |  DVD  |  Color  |  Drama  |  English

Unleaded
Director: Emmanuel Tenenbaum  |  Country: Netherlands

Synopsis:
The film is inspired from the dramatic yet rather absurd events that took place in 2001 in the Rembrandt Tower in Amsterdam, when a gunman entered the headquarters of Philips to get media attention about a supposed problem with Widescreen TVs.

06th January, 2016  |  12:15 PM  |  Nile (Golcha)
2014  |  8 min  |  DVD  |  Color  |  Drama
Previous Nominations: SHNIT Open International
**The Human Mirror**

**Director:** Marc Nadal  |  **Country:** Spain

**Synopsis:**
Based on a real story. A 17-year-old girl with social anxiety has hardly any contact with the outside world. Never leaving her home she watches the cruelties being reported on the news every day, bringing her mind closer and closer to the dangerous nature of society.

06th January, 2016  |  12:25 PM  |  Nile (Golcha)

| 2015  |  16 min  |  DVD  |  B&W  |  Animation  |  English  |

Previous Nominations: Festival Internacional Smallmovie Festival, Italy

---

**El’Ayichi**

**Director:** Devashish Makhija  |  **Country:** India

**Synopsis:**
El’Ayichi by Devashish Makhija tells the story of a clingy husband who can’t let his wife live alone even after his death. Their banter makes for an interesting watch as the fed-up wife has to put up with her dead husband’s soul. What makes this story absorbing is the dead husband’s desperation to commit suicide.

06th January, 2016  |  12:55 PM  |  Nile (Golcha)

| 2015  |  5 min  |  HD  |  Color  |  Comedy  |  Hindi  |

Previous Nominations: Kolkata Shorts International Film Festival

---

**Dany Rabbit**

**Director:** Martin Talbot Henri Henri, Louis-Philippe Beauchamp  |  **Country:** Canada

**Synopsis:**
Alice is determined not to spend her sixty-first birthday alone and depressed, so she decides to turn to an at-home party service. This is where Dany, a sixteen-year-old teenager, enters the scene, dispatched to Alice’s home, dressed up as giant rabbit. Dany Lapin is the improbable encounter between two individuals standing at a crossroad in their lives.

06th January, 2016  |  03:20 PM  |  Nile (Golcha)

| 2015  |  20 min  |  HD  |  Color  |  Comedy  |  French  |

Previous Nominations: Festival International Abitibi-Temiscamingue
Laddoo

Director: Merlin Babu | Country: India

Synopsis:
This film teaches us that we don’t have any right to kill anyone either it is a tiny animals or the bigger one.

06th January, 2016 | 03:40 PM | Nile (Golcha)

Confined Space

Director: Siamak Ahmadi | Country: Iran

Synopsis:
The little girl was walking to school want her father to sign her career, she brought a pen from her bag and fill it with water and ... Her father also signs the career, father was exposed to destructive war, confined space like a limbo home and community, surrounds him... After leaving the little girl and the loud closing on a house, the spiritual father is in critical condition and in hell.

06th January, 2016 | 03:50 PM | Nile (Golcha)

No Women’s Land

Director: Dr. Devkanya Thakur | Country: India

Synopsis:
The documentary highlights that most of the unmarried women, widows, deserted and divorced women in the tribal areas are living an abandoned life and are made to live like servants in the absence of any claim on ancestral property. It presents a pathetic picture of tribal women, who, through contribute to the household economy by working in fields, don’t have jobs to run their economy.

06th January, 2016 | 03:10 PM | Press Club
**Burned**

Director: Jaime Valdueza  |  Country:

**Synopsis:**

Jason hides in a motel room afraid of coming out. The only person he trusts is his girlfriend Lila, who takes him to meet a friend in a remote house in the desert. At their arrival, an unexpected guest asks too many questions. Jason's trust for Lila begins to fade.

06th Januay, 2016  |  03:50 PM  |  Press Club

**Aara**

Director: Shrungrar Dadarkar  |  Country: India

**Synopsis:**

'AARA' is a story about a deaf girl who is about to undergo her ear surgery. It just so happens that during this period before her surgery, she stumbles upon a blind boy and experiences sound; sound of a Ghungroo bell from his walking stick. Element of 'Sound' to her is a new life experience; like a mother's heart beat to an unborn child. Unable to identify what she just experienced, she moves on with a subtle influence that it had on her. Only after her successful surgery does she finds out, that the sound that she experienced that night, is identical to her late mother's Ghungroo. Sadly lost in the chaos of the city and time the boy is nowhere to be found and so were the answers she was looking for. Just like any of us, time washes her pain and fills it with new purpose, and people.

06th Januay, 2016  |  04:10 PM  |  Press Club

**Chimes**

Director: Subhajit Dasgupta  |  Country: India

**Synopsis:**

For the Sanyals, what would have been just another ordinary day of house hunting, turns into a bizarre experience that they could never have imagined. As they set foot in this house, they are greeted by an enthusiastic caretaker who shows them around while narrating mysterious episodes from the lives of the three families previously owning the place. By the time the Sanyals realize that the house could in fact have a mind of its own, and that the three stories have a meaning that they must quickly comprehend for their own good, their mysteriously silent teenage son has already chosen to disappear from their sight and explore the house all by himself.

06th Januay, 2016  |  10:30 PM  |  Manipal University
Stanhope
Director: Solvan Naim | Country: USA
Synopsis:
The film is a holistic exploration into the elements that create a young street soldier: his family, his neighborhood, his community, his school friends and teachers. Although the subject matter is serious and grounded in the realities of America’s modern day inner-cities - the tone of the film balances the true grittiness of New York with the natural levity, and universal accessibility, of being a teenager. Viewers will see the brutality of Stanhope’s work, but we will also see the childhood innocence he has not yet lost. Far more than a film about a child killer, Stanhope speaks to the larger universal conversation of how socio-economics can fail our children on all levels, around the world.

06th January, 2016 | 03:15 PM | Manipal University

Big Time- My Doodled Diary
Director: Sonali Gulati | Country: India
Synopsis:
As “Girls Just Want to Have Fun” dominates the pop charts, Maya writes in her diary everything that rocks her teenage world, from the assassination of Indira Gandhi and her parents’ divorce, to the latest pimple that made its appearance. But suddenly not much else seems to matter when a new girl arrives at school. A delightful and intimate exploration of youthful obsession, budding sexuality and what it means to be a teenager, which all too often sucks, big time.

06th January, 2016 | 03:30 PM | Manipal University

Listener
Director: Tarun Dudeja | Country: India
Synopsis:
In today’s times, when human race is heavily into the digital world, hardly one has time for others. Hence, there is a heavy dearth of patient listeners in the society. ‘Listener’ is setup in a world where an individual is an ace storyteller for his daughter and a listener for the rest of the world.

06th January, 2016 | 03:45 PM | Manipal University
An Untold Story of Paperboats

Director: Amit Khanna | Country: India

Synopsis:
A story about a school boy from West Bengal, who falls in a trap of Naxalites which changes his & people's life related to him, as many children's lives in these Naxal camps take a drastic turn at some point, leaving no option but to face the gruesome reality!

06th January, 2016 | 04:00 PM | Manipal University

Yellow Fieber

Director: Konstantina Kotzamani | Country: Greece

Synopsis:
Athens was covered by a strange yellow dust at first everyone thought it was sulfur but a few hours later Yellow Fieber erupted no one expected what was about to happen no one could tell that the city would turn into a forest of palms Yellow Fieber is a story of the loss of a city

06th January, 2016 | 04:20 PM | Manipal University

The Pond

Director: Jeroen Dumoulein | Country: Belgium

Synopsis:
The Pond is a poetic horror story, set in the early 1900’s, about a young girl, Kris (8), who tries to unravel the mystery of the dark pond behind her parents' house...

06th January, 2016 | 04:40 PM | Manipal University
Last Base

Director: Aslak Danbolt | Country: UK

Synopsis:
Joachim is retiring from base-jumping to become a father for the first time, but first he goes on one last adventure with his best-friend Øyvind. When a storm approaches their friendship is put to the test; Øyvind wants to turn back, but Joachim will apparently stop at nothing to pull off his very last jump.
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2014 | 15 min | DVD | Color | Drama | Norwegian |

Previous Nominations: London Short Film Festival

Note:

Venue Address:
Tivoli and Nile (Golcha Cinema): Golcha Cinema, Opp. Ram Niwas Garden, New Gate, Chaura Rasta, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302004

Press Club: Pink City Press Club, Narayan Singh Circle Bus Stand, Tri Murti Circle, Rambagh, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302004

Rajasthan Prod Sikshan Samiti: Rajasthan Prod Sikshan Samiti, Opp. Anti-Corruption Bureau, Jhalana Institutional Area, Jhalana Doongri, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302004

Manipal University: Manipal University Jaipur, Jaipur-Ajmer Express Highway, Dehni Kalan, Near GVK Toll Plaza, Jaipur, Rajasthan 303007

B.I.T. Campus: Birla Institute of Technology, 27, Malviya Nagar Industrial Area, Malviya Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302017